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Coaches Survey – Results – March 2017 

 

Executive Summary 
 
Aim  
 
The Sheffield Microsystem Coaching Academy has now trained approximately 169 coaches across seven 
organisations. The aim of this survey was to identify if graduates of the MCA were still coaching or were at least using 
elements of the MCA course. 
 
Method 
 
A survey was sent out to 127 coaches that were trained on cohorts 1-7 at the end of January 2017. Numerous 
reminders were also sent out in February 2017 with follow up telephone calls in March. A total of 101 / 127 coaches 
responded. A response rate of 80% was achieved. 
 
Findings 
 
A total of 59 / 101 (58%) graduates were still coaching Microsystem Improvement Methodology. The majority of 
coaches, coached one team – 60%.  Out of the 42 coaches not coaching, capacity, time constraints and the coach 
just stopping were the main reasons for this.  
 
Out of the coaches not coaching 37 / 42, 88% were still using the techniques learned on the course in their day to day 
job even though they were not formally coaching. Out of the 42 not coaching 25 said that they would like to may be 
start up again, with a bit of a refresher and more capacity. Two expressed an interest in co-coaching. Many graduates 
90 / 101 (89%) said that they were using elements of the course in their day to day job. This was particularly the case 
in terms of using process mapping, measurement, effective meeting skills, and reframing. Overall, the MCA 
course received excellent feedback.  
 
“The MCA is the biggest life changing event for me since having children (and I'm so much happier for it)!!” 
 
“I have found it very liberating when coming to deal with both professional and personal 'issues' at work - the 
concept of standing back and actually thinking about the work and yourself has enabled that”. 
 
“A massive culture change in Weston Park. Staff now believe they have an impact and can effect change”. 
 
“I think MCA is the best 'flavour' of Service Improvement I have come across and is important to successful 
transformation across the Sheffield health economy” 
 
It still remains a challenge within the NHS organisations to allow all graduates the time to continue coaching with there 
already busy roles.  
 
“I just wanted to say that just because someone isn't formally coaching an identified team this needn't 
necessarily mean that they're not making valuable use of the Microsystems coach training. The training I 
received has had a significant, positive and lasting impact on the way I'm able to work and has undoubtedly 
made me more effective in my current role whereby I'm able to combine my clinical knowledge with an 
understanding of improvement methodology” 
 
“It was great, but the day job gets in the way.  Now I have qualified there is not the focus that I had on the 
training course.  I keep meaning to read the books and my notes, but the day job gets in the way 
unfortunately” 
 
“No provision in my role for coaching, the demands of my current role. However I am using my skills every 
day”. 
 
Conclusion 
 
58% of coaches carry on coaching after the MCA course. Capacity, time constraints and the coach stopping were the 
main reasons. The continuation rate of coaching is different between the Sheffield Trusts, this may be indicative of the 
different amount of service improvement resources at each Trust and the size of the organisation. Nearly 90% of 
graduates have used elements of the MCA course in their day to day job even if they were not formally coaching. The 
MCA course received excellent feedback from respondents. 
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Results (n=101) 
 

 
 
The four other organisations included, Alder Hey NHS Children's Foundation Trust 
West Yorkshire and Harrogate STP, YH GMC and NHS Lanarkshire. 
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In total, 59 / 101 (58%) said that they were still coaching. This figure was also 58% for STH, 76% for SHSC 
and 20% for SCH. This difference may be indicative of the different amount of service improvement 
resource available at each Trust and the size of the organisation. This difference, with SCH and the overall 
figure was significant using a Chi-square test = 7.53, p=0.006. “The MCA isn't imbedded at SCH in the same 
way it is at STH.  It is not trust wide and can feel alien to most teams”. 
 

 
 
More coaches in more recent cohorts were still coaching. 
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The staff that were not coaching gave the following comments on their answers:  
 
I left Barnsley 1 month ago but have maintained links with the team - plan to visit monthly but not officially coaching 

But I have been participating in a weekly Flow meeting doing mesosystem improvement and have used the skills 
from the MCA coaching course both here and in other aspects of my professional life 

I have an extremely heavy workload and do not have the time to spare. I have changed jobs since I trained as a 
coach. If I had stayed in my previous role I would have been able to continue 

Not formally coaching a microsystem team any more, but using the skills and techniques learnt as part of 
improvement project manager role for Trust wide projects 

I hope to begin working with a new team in the next few weeks    

My original team dropped out of the process due to staffing issues that resulted in a reduction of service provision.  
The Trust used my department to pilot the new eDMS system so my time was consumed on that project.  I have 
since had some long term sick leave and am just returning.  The team will be guided through the MCA process 
shortly with a Cohort 7 coach.  As things begin to settle I will want to get back on the horse so to speak 

I haven't coached a team since training 

I have just stopped coaching a team 

I am involved in our teams microsystem and use improvement methodology 

I was coaching a team but they weren't committed to the process 

Due to capacity and change in role unable to coach but have encouraged my teams to become microsystems 

Not directly, but I use the techniques regularly in planning and design work.  Always looking for ways to embed QI 
in primary care 

Where ever possible I apply the microsystem improvement methodology. I use the 5P's as an assessment tool, use 
data to measure improvement and I continue to use Winchart 

I've agreed to coach an in-patient ward in the near future 

Still attending Microsystem in the department 

Was coaching but now transitioned out of Osborn 2 

SI part of day to day work 

I found the course very interesting but due to personal circumstances I could not complete this. I use the philosophy 
of the system with my team and endeavour to improve our efficiency in the long term 

I have coached two teams but none currently  

My new role mean capacity is an issue to be able to commit time. This is in part due to the large scale change that 
is required within the organisation 

Not coaching but a member of two microsystem groups 

I have been on secondment to this post away from my normal service improvement post so haven't had opportunity 
to coach for a few months. 

Due to workload unable to coach a team, only offer 1:1 coaching. 

The team I had during the training were not engaged and had stopped meeting before the training finished. 

Use some of the tools where appropriate to situation and people. 

I have been on secondment to this post away from my normal service improvement post so haven't had opportunity 
to coach for a few months. 

There is currently a programme of work which is overlapping the microsystem  

I haven’t been involved with a team since last summer 

Working to deliver a regional programme for NHSE - certainly the lessons learned from MCA will form part of my 
practice 

I stood down from the role as coach at WPH in early 2017 due to personal and work pressures. In the future, I 
intend to take up another coaching role.  

Whilst not specifically supporting a microsystem team - I use my coaching skills in lots of different contexts all the 
time. For example: With senior teams and the exec team when facilitating exercises  - How I present and use 
information and interpret data  - I use SI tools that in lots of different contexts (i.e. multi voting, fish bones etc)  - 
How I think about team dynamics and the importance of developing a shared purpose    It also has helped me 
appreciate the work of the team and how I lead it. It has also informed how I am trying to lead strategy across the 
Trust (ie  SI, more widely OD, and how I try and influence Trust strategy overall)     

I would like to be but time available within my existing role is stopping me dedicating time to being a coach. Trying 
to influence through different means!  
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The qualitative responses were grouped into the following categories: 
 

 Not coaching but using some of the techniques – 11 responses  

 The coach stopped coaching – 11 responses  

 The coach started a new job – 7 responses   

 The coach is planning to start again – 3 responses 

 The team were not committed – 3 responses 

 Not got the capacity – 2 responses  
 

 
 
The table below gives an idea of how many teams are coached in each organisation by individuals: 
 
Which organisation 
do you work for? 
 

One Two Three Four 5 or more 

Tower Hamlets CCG 1    1 

Sheffield CCG 1     

Sheffield University 1     

Other (please 
specify) 

2    1 

Sheffield Childrens' 2     

West Kent CCG 2 1    

Sheffield Health & 
Social Care Trust 

9 1   2 

Sheffield Teaching 
Hospitals  

18 5 4 4 3 

 
A list of who is coaching which team is available in separate spreadsheet (sorted by organisation). This can 
be used to identify if coaches are already working in specific areas. 
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Reasons for no longer coaching  

 

Not compatible with current rota  

There is not the ability to build this in to the timetable in a registrar post. The posts are not flexible enough due to 
service provision, and there is no continuity as the timetable changes with change of post, which is every 6 months  

As my previous answer, I have not got the time 

Role has broadened, so time constraints to work with individual smaller teams regularly, but use the skills learnt 
when assisting teams as part of wider improvement project work which cover range of areas  

Workload and other commitments within role 

Time and opportunity 

No provision in my role for coaching, the demands of my current role. However I am using my skills every day 

No additional time to do this in my role in a training post  

The team are now able to work with the methodology themselves. I'm currently unable to take on another team due 
to work pressures 

My role has changed 

As one of the project managers working on the implementation of the strategy this proved difficult in terms of time 
available.  This was OK until Jess left recently as I was co-coaching with her and she was generally available.  
There is no coach assigned to this team at the moment and Jackie, David and I are currently discussing how this 
moves forward 

Lack of opportunity and I feel I would need to revisit a lot of the methodology 

Capacity with current workload and need for clinical work to take priority 

Hard to maintain a formal process in current work settings. Still trying to tune primary care into QI methods 

Workload 

Team stopped meeting due to different staff leaving  

Too busy in current role 

Transitioned - team  meets fortnightly 

Time - main job is service development 

Time pressures of current role 

I did not complete the course but my workload would prevent me from being able to participate in this 

Difficulty prioritising it over other commitments, not being proactive enough to discover a new team, other things just 
seem to get in the way! 

Capacity and time 

My job role has changed since I trained as a Microsystems coach (I worked in Organisation Development at the 
time). The demands of my current job role are simply not conducive to accommodating coaching a team 

There is no demand for it where I work as the MCA structure is very established with coaches in place. My current 
job does not have the capacity for coaching in other areas  

Time pressures to complete day job as now working in a different role from the one I was in when I completed 
cohort 4. I will try and ensure I have time to coach a team again this year however. 

Workload and Job role changes  

Time  I have not been asked  Would like to co-coach with an experienced coach as was not able to use all the tools 
and techniques with my team during the training 

Others are running microsystems in my Care Group. I oversee and pull together the work across the mesosystem. 

Time ,resources, constraints of service  

Time pressures to complete day job as now working in a different role from the one I was in when I completed 
cohort 4. I will try and ensure I have time to coach a team again this year however. 

Time, Opportunity, New role 

Personality and approach clashes with co-coach - primary reason.   Work pressures of a new role - secondary 
reason.  

I would love to coach a microsystem team. However, I do need to balance the value of doing this with my broad 
leadership responsibilities which enable me to influence and improve conditions for many microsystems at once, or 
enable strategic improvement aims across the board. I do occasionally cover for members of the team (i.e. recent 
Vital Room meeting etc) which I am happy to do. I use the skills of team coaching all the time.... I am also going to 
dip into more microsystem meetings to see the work in action more - new financial year resolution!     I am also an 
individual coach and do continue to do this which is an easier commitment to fit round my diary.  

MCA isn't imbedded at SCH in the same way it is at STH.  Its not  trust wide and can feel alien to most teams 

As previous answer - working part time and full workload means I don't have the time that I would want to give to a 
team 
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The qualitative responses were grouped into the following categories: 
 

 Not got the capacity / time – 29 responses 

 The coach stopped coaching – 4 responses  

 Different role – 4 response 

 Rota issues being medical – 2 responses 

 Team stopped meeting – 1 response 

 Transitioned out – 1 response 

 Organisational issues – 1 response 

 Personality clash with co-coach – 1 response 
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When asked if the coach would like to start up again?  
 
25 / 42  - 60% said yes, they would. The staff that said ‘perhaps’ yes, were: 
 

Your name Organisation 
What could the MCA do to enable you to 
coach a team in the future? 

Josanne McLean Sheffield Childrens' 
I need to re-access the MCA resources and 
bring myself back into promoting the benefits. 

Helen Kay Sheffield Childrens' Magic up another 24 hours in a week? 

Emma Smith  Sheffield Childrens' Not sure, it's an internal capacity issue  

Dave Threlfall Sheffield Childrens' 
Bully me! Nag me! Offer potential opportunities I 
can't refuse! 

Melanie Larder Sheffield Childrens' 
Be the chosen methodology for the Trust and 
come from the Executive team.  

Paul Reeves Sheffield Health & Social Care Trust 

Completion of the re-structuring of the 
organisation, and development of 
commissioning in areas such as dementia 
pathway 

Natalie Offord Sheffield Teaching Hospitals  

I think continue to do things you are doing - 
keeping in touch with past coaches, including 
through events like expo, allowing them access 
to the MCA so they feel they can keep skills and 
knowledge up-to-date if they want to (has 
website potential to be developed further for this 
use? Educational videos/webinars like IHI?) will 
all maximise chances that if there is opportunity 
they would feel confident to take on another 
coaching role. 

Natalie Jones Sheffield Teaching Hospitals  

Discuss with the managers of coaches how they 
are able to support coaching, have some 
agreement prior to training that the directorate 
will support on going development and coaching 

Alenka Brooks  Sheffield Teaching Hospitals  Ensure that senior leaders enable staff to do QI  

Anne Hilton Sheffield Teaching Hospitals  

This is part of a wider discussion with Jackie 
Martin as SI Lead and the wider strategy work in 
general. 

Shelagh Whitaker Sheffield Teaching Hospitals  
I would need a refresher on the methodology 
and support 

Tom Boyle Sheffield Teaching Hospitals  Possibly if a team came up nearby 

Kerry Baxter Sheffield Teaching Hospitals  A refresher course of some kind 

Donna Bennett Sheffield Teaching Hospitals  Train the trainers programme may benefit from it 

Alan Murray Sheffield Teaching Hospitals  Freeing up capacity  

Sharon Over Sheffield Teaching Hospitals  
Provide me with the opportunity to co-coach first 
as feel like I need some further experience first. 

Tram Sheffield Teaching Hospitals  
I think that co-coaching (with a more 
experienced coach) would be really beneficial 

Paul Whitehouse Sheffield Teaching Hospitals  
Provide information of teams looking for a 
coach. 

Deanne Driscoll Sheffield Teaching Hospitals  Keep in touch. Keep me in mind for future roles.  

Amy Hutchins Sheffield Teaching Hospitals  

I would take on a well established team now if it 
meant only an hour a week commitment. This 
would make it easier in the future.  
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90 / 101 (89%) respondents said that they have used MCA skills in their day job.  
 
Out of the 42 coached no longer coaching, 37 (88%) said that they had used the skills 
leaned on the MCA in their day job. 
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Do you have any other comments about the MCA course? 
 
As a clinician it is very difficult to find the time to be able to coach. I haven't been able to take on another team as 
my current clinical job wouldn't allow it. I have tried to introduce the microsystems methods to my current team but 
the managers have been resistant to having weekly meetings and engaging formally with a coach. Too reactive.... 

I have found it very liberating when coming to deal with both professional and personal 'issues' at work - the concept 
of standing back and actually thinking about the work and yourself has enabled that. 

The MCA is doing an excellent job but it is difficult as you are learning as you go. This hasn't been done in the NHS 
before in this way so you are at the edge of innovation - keep going with your approach as I am sure that 'improving 
from within' has to be the right way to go. I have seen positive changes in GSM from a healthcare culture 
perspective that I would largely put down to the Big Room, but they took a long time to evolve. Improvement 
capability will continue to spread as long as the MCA is around. I would also mention leadership - this is obvious 
very important to enable all of this. Where higher level changes have influenced the GSM mesosystem from outside, 
the results have been catastrophic in my opinion. As it takes so long to cultivate new behaviours, and 'unlearn' old 
ones, and the process is so delicate, interference from outside (which is perhaps inevitable) can squash it all in a 
fraction of the time it took to build. I think this must also be the case at microsystem level and leaders should do their 
best to protect the teams from this as it can quickly undo so much hard work and lead to a restoration of 'factory 
settings' (the traditional NHS ill-informed approach to change that is inefficient, ineffective and morale-sapping). 

It was a good course and it is a shame that I can't assist because I did enjoy the coaching for the two teams that I 
did coach  

It was an excellent programme and incredibly useful for understanding systems and providing a framework for 
improvement  

Only that it is a fantastic course.  Whilst it is challenging at times, it is one of the most rewarding things I have done.  
It has shaped how I see change in the NHS and how leadership needs to be more about building capability  

Liked the refresher courses that have been run previously - always good to catch up and jog memory about some of 
the coaching skills / tools.    Always highly recommend MCA courses to others in Trust on my travels 

Great Course! 

I found there was a lack of contact space for the SCH coaches which left us a little isolated and made it easy to 
disengage.  I believe this has since changed and look forward to re-accessing the team and resources once I am 
resettled in my role 

It is essential it continues to be embedded across commissioning especially in driving forward quality improvements 
whilst delivering efficiencies  

I have integrated the philosophy into my practice- the key phases have stuck PB's quotes. I have taught what I know 
to others and teach undergrads about how I am using it in practice 

Its been a great experience and continues to benefit me. I've encouraged others to take on coaching and will 
continue to do so 

It's a really sound and level grounding for everyone no matter what level of skill or ability.  It brings teams together 
and gives them a purpose to work more collaboratively 

Lots, but cannot do so now as time is short and do not want to delay.  I will send you an update soon.  In short, my 
training with you has been invaluable, life changing 

I really enjoyed the course and enjoyed returning to learning.  I'm still enthusiastic about the whole approach.  I'm 
very committed to supporting my microsystem to success - but its difficult and I've had to ask for help.  Once we've 
made a difference for this team I'm keen to keep up my skills and support a different team 

Just to say thanks - course opened up new opportunities for me :-) 

I appreciate the value of co-coaching much more since starting to coach my team and with reflection I wonder if I 
would have benefitted from working with a co-coach from the start.   While I understand that some teams find the 5P 
assessment phase helpful, the IPC team did not engage well with this process and on reflection I think I could have 
moved on from this stage sooner, as I'm concerned that continuing to work on the 5P poster over several weeks dis-
engaged some of the team 

It's great! 

I'm grateful for the experience 

Still hoping to link up with primary care - will keep flying the flag 

It's a helpful boost to the morale of clinical staff and empowers them to take more control over their effectiveness 

Loads to say, definitely not enough space. I'll come to a meeting soon 

It is great, but the day job gets in the way.  Now I have qualified there is not the focus that I had on the training 
course.  I keep meaning to read the books and my notes, but the day job gets in the way unfortunately   

Should be the opportunity to train in the skills / techniques but without the commitment to coaching a team. This will 
be more effective to support the culture change required 

The team that I am coaching has transferred some of the skills that they have learned from their Microsystem - for 
example they now use the evaluation tool on their own business meetings 

It was brilliant - best thing I've done 
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It was life changing, and I mean at scale. Hundreds and hundreds of staff are benefiting from this - just translate that 
to the number of patients! Looking at STP - level rollout now. 

The course has prepared me to be more effective in my day job and has expanded my exposure to other directorate 
teams through coaching opportunities  

Excellent course and has taught me a lot about new approaches to change management. It's often tough as time 
progresses and the ramp is often not so straight forward as teams can struggle with how the measure what they 
want to improve 

The MCA should offer existing coaches the option to gatecrash cohort training when they cover specific tasks such 
as process mapping, fishbone etc. This is great way for a refresher but also gives the new cohort the benefit of 
hearing from real-world coaching experiences 

I think it would have been better as a new coach to pair up with someone as a co-coach. This would enable you to 
learn from one another and raise confidence in the coaching 

Microsytem is the biggest life changing event for me since having children (and I'm so much happier for it)!! 

Best course I have ever been on - led to career development! Loved it! 

A very well thought out course 

I love it and am grateful for the opportunity it has afforded me but frustrated that I can't identify dedicated time to 
support other teams in their improvement work 

I just wanted to say that just because someone isn't formally coaching an identified team this needn't necessarily 
mean that they're not making valuable use of the Microsystems coach training. The training I received has had a 
significant, positive and lasting impact on the way I'm able to work and has undoubtedly made me more effective in 
my current role whereby I'm able to combine my clinical knowledge with an understanding of improvement 
methodology 

Provided me with some fabulously useful skills and approaches to service improvement. However, I find I use them 
alongside other techniques and methods (i.e. the right one for the task at hand) so have probably blended some of 
them over time 

It was extremely helpful for me to have opportunity to go on the course soon after joining STH SI team.  

Its tricky to deliver in teams with a reasonably high turnover or oration of staff.  The dietetics team don't use a lot of 
microsystem method anymore, we use a combination of audit and practice development  

The training was great i really enjoyed it, because of the issues I had with the team during the training i didn't get to 
use all the tools and didn't feel like anything had been achieved.  I was asked to coach within the area I went in and 
I do not feel the team were ready for service improvement.   

Massive culture change in Weston Park. Staff believe they have an impact and can effect change. 

I continue to utilise tools and aspects of the coaching programme where appropriate alongside other methodology  

I think MCA is the best 'flavour' of Service Improvement I have come across and is important to successful 
transformation across the Sheffield health economy 

Many other coaching techniques consolidated by   ILM 7 course- would really recommend this to MCA faculty....    
MCA is great. Don't under-estimate value of using it all areas of work, even if not coaching a microsystem directly.    

I really enjoyed the course and feel its works incredibly well at STH but doesn't have the same status at SCH.  I 
found the tools and technique useful but some of the language 'off putting'.  

Could you get less experienced coaches like myself to take over from experienced coaches so  as to cycle things 
around?? Just an idea! MCA and improvement coaching is really worth while - just need to keep going with it.  

 

 
 
 
 


